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Backup physical servers, Virtual Machines (VMs), hosts, 
applications, and ALL kinds of NAS and iSCSI workloads with 
Veeam backup and replication software and store backups in 
StoneFly cloud storage in Azure. 

You can backup Windows and Linux physical servers in the 
cloud. Or you can create agent-less backups for VMs hosted on 
Hyper-V, VMware, Citrix (formerly XenServer), Nutanix Acropolis 
hypervisors. 

With our enterprise cloud gateway, integrated with Veeam 
software, you can move all your backup copies to a secure, 
reliable, and cost effective Azure cloud. And directly spin up 
mission-critical workloads in Azure with a single click. 

Integrated data services optimize backup and disaster recovery and StoneFly’s enterprise-grade 
storage in Azure delivers cost-effective and high performance storage. 

If you’re looking for the full backup and DR experience without the hardware, then StoneFly 
cloud storage in Azure is the obvious choice.

Integrated Backup & DR Features

Change Block Tracking (CBT)
Track changes and backup only the changed 
files. 

1-Click Spin Up in Azure
Spin up VMs directly in Azure cloud for instant 
recovery and reduced downtime.

VMware vCloud Backup
Backup and recover VMware vCloud 
workloads. 

SureBackup™ and SureReplica™
Automatically check the integrity of backup 
and replication jobs.

Granular Backup & Recovery
Backup & recover select files instead of full 
volumes. 

Agent-less Backups
Backup VMs and virtualized workloads without 
installing backup agents.
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Some notable features of our full package backup and DR solution:



No Complex Cost Structure or Hidden Costs - Get the Full Package
Instead of purchasing cloud storage, a backup software, and a gateway to connect the backup 
software with the cloud and dealing with complex cost structures, get everything in a single 
bundled package. 

Our partnerships with Veeam and Microsoft Azure, and our innovative solutions enable us to 
combine all necessary cloud backup and disaster recovery components into one full package. 

StoneFly package combines Veeam’s licenses and our NAS and iSCSI storage in Microsoft Azure 
cloud. We also offer NAS-only, iSCSI-only, or a converged (NAS = iSCSI) licenses for our cloud 
storage in Azure.

We’re also open to existing Veeam users. If you already have a license, then we can integrate our 
gateway technology and our storage in Azure with your Veeam license to give you the full 
serverless cloud backup and DR experience.  

www.stonefly.com

StoneFly Azure Cloud Gateway Features

Automated Tiered Storage
Define policies and automatically transfer data 
between cloud storage tiers. 

Key features of our cloud gateway to Microsoft Azure cloud:

Delta-Based Snapshots
Leverage change-based snapshots and always 
have a way to restore lost, corrupted, or 
encrypted data. 

Centralized Management Web GUI
Manage all NAS and iSCSI backups in Azure 
cloud with a single web GUI.

Deduplication
Optimize backup data and control the cost of 
cloud backup with data deduplication.

End-to-End Encryption
Secure data at rest and at transit with 
advanced encryption technology.

Replication
Configure synchronous or asynchronous 
replication to Azure cloud. 

Why Wait? When You Can Protect Your Workloads Today? 

To Secure Your Workloads Using Veeam & StoneFly Storage in Azure, 
Contact Us:

Email:
Phone:
Website:
Address: 

sales@stonefly.com
+1 510 265 1616
www.stonefly.com / www.iscsi.com
26250 Eden Landing Rd, Hayward, CA 94545 USA.

StoneFly Inc. is the original innovator of the iSCSI protocol. We offer enterprise-grade storage solutions, 
hyperconverged infrastructure, backup and disaster recovery, and archiving solutions. With decades of 

experience in the market and backup solutions deployed in nuclear class submarines, StoneFly has over 2000 
enterprise customers around the globe. 
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